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"A GRIM BATTLE

AHEAD"

GRAZIER SAYS 'ROOS IN

WEST ARE "BREEDING LIKE

MICROBES

The following letter was

written by Mr. T. Volkofsky,

Curraweena, Cobar Road,

Bourkc, to the Editor of the

"Western Stock & Station jour

nal," Orange, and the writer
has asked us to repeat the ar

ticle, which is as follows :

"Sir - In the "Journal" re

cently I found the article

headed "Declare 'Roos Nox
ious" most welcome. Your cor

respondent, Mr. A. S. Barlow,
"The Veldt," via Broken Hill,

is not exaggerating.

Kangaroos are now compet
ing .with rabbits, and I would

hesitate to choose which pest?

is tlie worse.

By its unpredictable mass

invasion, the kangaroo can;

ruin . a pasture alriiost over-
j

night.

During the war period,

through shortage of. ammuni

tion and because of a protec
tion phobia by a city-minded
Government, the 'roo menace

multiplied out of all propor
tion.

Ruined myself by one or .two

such invasions, I suggested a

few years ago to the then

Chief Secretary, the late Mr.

Baddeley, that State national

reserves of some 36,000,000

acres be turned into kangaroo
sanctuaries, and to proclaim
animal noxious elsewhere.

My suggestion was submitted

to the consideration of the

R.S:P.C.A.
'

-

The outcome, was that the

huge areas of reserves were

proclaimed as sanctuaries, but

the ,pes.t was left still .protected

elsewhere as before.

Almost Worth A Wool Clip

Now the glorified., parasite'

costs our State almost the

price- of our Western, >vool clip

annually, as it is practically on

a par numerically with ojir

flocks.

U Moreover, it is breeding like

microbes - insidiously and

almost unnoticeably.' :

Every does shot in every sea

son is found to carry a young
one in its pouch-and is fol

lowed by a half-grown one as

well.

It appears to me. that our

l'locks here will soon be out

numbered by kangaroos.

In' times past,^ii'v,.animal

was confined to
'

tlVe.riy'er and

lake regions, on account of the

dryness of tlie continent. .

But, .with ; the advance of
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.with ; the advance of

settlement, our water conser-'

vation system is stretching out>

into the desert region.
'

j

This is giving- the 'roo al

most unlimited range-to spread
j

and breed unchecked.

I doubt whether this pest
can be affectually

;

controlled
;

by any ordinary means.

The case of Queensland

speaks for itself. V
.

Last year, 11,000,000 kanga
roos were destroy eel"® iri that

State-yet there /are ;no visible

signs of a decrease in num

bers.

The N.S.W. R.S.P.C.A. even

grieved over the slaughter, and

asked the QueenslandGovern
ment to stop destroying "this;

valuable heritage of Australia

now diminishing".
.

Apparently Queenslaiiders
think differently, as they find

the need for costly j marsupial
fences to be the only practical

remedy in spite of unrestricted

seasons to shoot.;. -

;

.

'

It is naturaly so, as this ani

mal is a veritable ^miracle of

adaption to its environment.

These points are relevant
(1) Its extraordinary mobil

ity defies ordinary fence bar

riers;
_.

:

(2)
'

Its habit ,.of feeding

through the night and retiring

into
.

thick scrub through the

.

day gives unique security1

against enemies:
. ;<

(3) Its upright position and
its colouring serve as a perfect,

camouflage and helps scrub

feeding; '

/
'

(4) The facility. of carrying

young in a pouch is an ideal

provision for this migiatoryi
creature to preserve its pro

geny,
(5) Most important of all its

unique anatomic structure of

the bottom jaw-which com

prises two parallel bones (split

bone) armed at the end with,

two secateur-like teeth -

enables it to shear olT grass or

herbage right at the root and

to pick the tiniest plants.

The peculiar shape of this>

marsupial's jaw, moreover,

makes it suitable also to dig

out the plants with ease.

This habit is practised by
the animal during dry seasonsi

in digging crowns of perennial

grasses that contain dormant

life and moisture - nature's

provision for survival of the

plant.

The kangaroo habitually'

feeds on the same spot of grass1

night after night until every
piant is. eaten up right to the
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up

crown.

It digs the plant out if need

be and manures the ground by,

copious droppings and smelly
excretions to such an extent,

that sheep would never touch

such polluted feed.

Therefore, if, it happens to

;be an invasion by a big mob,
even on)- a good green feed,

sheep will become restless and

starving..
- There is evidence also that

patches of perennials eaten!

out by kangaroos never come

up again but are replaced by
spear grass.

This lamb-killing grass, in

my opinion, goes hand in hand

with the increase of the pest.

I also have reason to believe

that this animal is a natural

carrier of spear grass seed.

Of course, sheep carry this

seed in their wool, but there it

is held . securely and is only
dropped out more or less under

special circumstances.

The 'roo, however, drops the

seed regularly when feeding in

a "crawling" position, also by
sertching it out with its front!

paws.

. It may sound an exaggera
tion but it must not be over

looked that grass seed or any
other"- seed distributed must

have been carried out by na
'

tive animals
'

for millions of

years before the introduction

of sheep.

There is a scope for the

naturalist here, but.for us or

dinary bushmen the imme

diate concern is security for

our stock.

In this respect, we will have

to fight a gxim battle with the

city-minded politician, who

naturally tries .to please his

electors educated in kangaroo
lore through . such publica
tions as "Dot and the Kan

garoo" and with week end

sentiments cultivated towards

native animals in zoc-s and

parks.

This "education" is carried

to such a point,that even the.

cruel, murderous eaglehawk
finds a friendly hand stret

ched to him.

But none of these good
people has ever dreamed of

such gruesome reality such as'

we Western pastoralists face

after one fatal kangaroo in

vasion.

I actually had to kill

hundreds of little lambs,

saving them from misery
and their mothers from

inevitable death.

This is a long letter, but I

hope you will publish the

whole of it, as the problem of

the kangaroo, pest may spell
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may

ruin to our State sooner or

later.

I repeat-there are as many

cf them now as sheep.
There is a light ahead of

us. It is a matter of time

only.

If the State continues to al

low this pest to breed, it will

pay a terrible price."


